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Injectable colloidal solutions of lanthanide oxides (nanoparticles between 10 and 100 nm in size) have demonstrated high

biocompatibility and no toxicity when the nanoparticulate units are functionalized with specific biomolecules that

molecularly target various proteins in the tumor microenvironment. Among the proteins successfully targeted by

functionalized lanthanide nanoparticles are folic receptors, fibroblast activation protein (FAP), gastrin-releasing peptide

receptor (GRP-R), prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), and integrins associated with tumor neovasculature.

Lutetium, samarium, europium, holmium, and terbium, either as lanthanide oxide nanoparticles or as nanoparticles doped

with lanthanide ions, have demonstrated their theranostic potential through their ability to generate molecular images by

magnetic resonance, nuclear, optical, or computed tomography imaging. Likewise, photodynamic therapy, targeted

radiotherapy (neutron-activated nanoparticles), drug delivery guidance, and image-guided tumor therapy are some

examples of their potential therapeutic applications. 
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1. Introduction

The group of lanthanides has been of interest for decades because of their luminescent properties . In contrast to the

other metals used to prepare nanoparticles, lanthanides are mostly found as dopant ions (Ln ) in core–shell

nanostructures and as pure lanthanide oxides . Lanthanide nanoparticles (LnNPs) are suitable to be used as

pharmaceutical forms for theranostic applications in cancer. For this purpose, LnNPs must be colloidally stable in

biological fluids, exhibit negligible uptake in healthy cells and tissues, and have functional groups on their surface

attached to antibodies, peptides, biomolecules, or ligands that provide specific molecular targeting to proteins present in

the tumor microenvironment (TME) .

In the pharmaceutical industry, a colloidal system is defined as a system consisting of two or more phases, one of which is

a fluid (liquid), and the other is dispersed in the form of fine solid particles. The constant Brownian motion of each

dispersed particle surrounding the solvent shell is responsible for the stability of such colloidal solutions. Nanocolloids are

high-molecular-weight particles (size 10–100 nm) that have difficulty crossing capillary membranes in healthy tissues (with

an opening between endothelial cells of 2 nm), making them ideal for accumulation in tumors, where the intercellular

space of the vascular endothelium opens up to 400 nm .

The size and surface properties of LnNPs can be easily modified to obtain stable colloidal solutions that meet

pharmaceutical requirements. The multifunctionalization of LnNPs is a relevant advantage when used as molecular

targeting probes, since TME is formed by a complex network of proteins/peptides/small molecules and immune cells,

fibroblasts and cancer cells, all of which are potential diagnostic/therapeutic targets. The functionalization of nanoparticles

confers high molecular affinity by creating multiple ligand binding sites on the nanosurface, which is necessary for

targeting specific proteins expressed in TME.

The surface of LnNPs determines their interaction with body systems when administered in vivo, so when coated with

biomolecules, they are not recognized as foreign by the immune system and are not toxic.

Lanthanide-based nanomaterials offer multimodal approaches to diagnostics and therapeutics due to their magnetic,

relaxivity, optical, and nuclear emission properties. The multifunctionality of LnNPs lies in their ability to provide diagnostic

imaging of primary and metastatic tumors and their utility in photodynamic therapy, targeted radiotherapy (neutron-

activated nanoparticles), drug delivery, and image-guided tumor surgery .
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2. Physical Properties of Lanthanide-Based Nanoparticles for
Theranostics

Metal nanoparticles (1–100 nm) have an extensive range of applications in biomedicine due to their physicochemical

properties. They are utilized as targeted drug delivery, biosensors, as well as diagnostic and therapeutic agents for

diseases like cancer. Therefore, an essential aspect is the synthesis route to achieve both the desired size and

morphology. Additionally, these features are the starting point for successful surface modification and functionalization.

The most effective methods for synthesizing these compounds include coprecipitation, solvothermal synthesis, thermal

decomposition, microemulsion techniques, and wet-based chemistry methods .

The rare earth elements, also known as the lanthanides, are members of group IIIB of the periodic table, from Ln to Lu.

Their electronic configuration can be denoted as [Xe]4f 5d 6s , which implies that the 4f orbital is partially filled,

except for lanthanum ([Xe]4f ) and lutetium ([Xe]4f ). The 4f electrons are responsible for the special properties of rare

earths, including enhanced electronic, magnetic, and optical properties at the nanometer scale. Ln  is the most stable

and frequently observed oxidation state for these elements .

Optically, these properties are favored by the large quantum numbers (n = 4, l = 3), which create partially allowed

intraconfigurations at the 4f level and are further shielded from environmental effects by the screening effect of the

electrons at higher energy levels (5s and 5p). Therefore, these materials offer numerous advantages, such as numerous

absorption bands with narrow emission profiles from the UV-Vis to the NIR, excellent photostability, large Stokes and anti-

Stokes shifts, long luminescence half-lives (µm to ms), luminescence quantum efficiency, low background

autofluorescence (practically zero), no photobleaching line-shaped emission, and low biotoxicity .

A theranostic molecule possesses unique and versatile properties that make it suitable for both therapy and diagnosis.

Lanthanide-based nanoparticles (Ln-NPs) exhibit these characteristics. Depending on the nanoplatform design, one of the

following scenarios may occur .

Activation using near-infrared (NIR) light generates luminescence imaging for diagnostic purposes and triggers drug

release for therapy.

NIR activation also produces real-time luminescence imaging to evaluate the effectiveness of previously applied

treatments for diagnosis and generates photothermal therapy (PTT) or photodynamic therapy (PDT).

Neutron activation produces radioluminescence imaging with possible radiotherapy applications when beta particles

are emitted.

Lanthanide nanoparticles include nanoparticles doped with lanthanide ions, alloys, metallic nanoparticles with varying

percentages of lanthanides, lanthanide oxide nanoparticles, or core–shell nanoparticles .

2.1. Luminescence of Lanthanide-Doped Nanoparticles

Luminescence is a physical phenomenon generated by the movement of electrons contained in matter at different energy

levels. It can be summarized as the absorption of energy to achieve an excited state which, upon returning to its basal

state, releases this energy in the form of light, where the wavelength of the light emitted is a characteristic of the

luminescent material and not of the incident radiation .

The luminescence of nanoparticles based on lanthanides occurs in the visible and NIR regions of the spectrum following

stimulation by UV or NIR light. This phenomenon is further affected by both phonon energy and the strength of the crystal

field that contains the Ln  ions. The use of Ln-NPs generates an optical image that enables visualization of subcellular

morphological details and elucidation of signaling pathways and biological processes at the cellular level. Among the

lanthanide ions, Eu , Dy , and Tb  exhibit the most effective luminescent characteristics .

2.2. Luminescence Emission Mechanisms

2.2.1. Downshifting

Downshift emission is a nonlinear Stokes-shift process. It is based on the absorption of a high energy, short wavelength

photon (NIR-I photon), which is emitted as a lower energy, longer wavelength photon (NIR-II photon), producing

luminescence. The mechanism is based on the direct excitation of photons to an E2 state and then to an E1 relaxation

state with the emission of nonradiative energy. Finally, it reaches the E0 state, its initial state, with the emission of
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luminescence. The nonradiative relaxation (E2→E1) is a multiphonon-assisted process governed by phonon dynamics.

The generated emissions fall in the optical window between 700–1100 nm. These emissions can be of two types:

Conversion of UV into visible light: The lanthanide ions representative of this emission are Er  (red emitter) and Tb

(green emitter).

Conversion from UV-Vis to NIR: The lanthanide ions representative of this emission are Yb , Nd  and Dy .

In this process, as in the upconversion process, the structure and composition of the material, such as size, distribution,

shape, and crystal phase, have a direct relationship to the quality and quantity of emitted luminescence .

2.2.2. Upconversion

The upconversion process was first termed the infrared quantum counter in 1959. It is an anti-Stokes emission and a non-

linear optical phenomenon. This process involves the absorption of two or more low-energy photons to produce the

emission of higher-energy photons (shorter wavelength) to the incident photon via a high-duration energetic state 

.

Upconversion emissions result from four distinct energy transfer pathways: excited-state absorption (ESA), energy

transfer upconversion (ETU), cooperative energy transfer (CET), and energy migration-mediated upconversion (EMU) 

.

ESA: This process involves sequential absorption of two or more low-energy photons by a single type of Ln  ion with

medium-length energy states.

ETU: In this process, there are two different luminescent centers, a sensitizer, and an activator. After excitation with a

photon pump, energy is transferred from the sensitizer to the activator.

CET: The photons generated have energies almost twice the transition energy. The emission energy originates from a

significant disparity between the basal and the first excited state of the Ln  ion.

EMU: In the core–shell structures, this procedure implicates four luminescent centers, including the sensitizer, activator,

accumulator, and migrator. Energy is transferred consecutively across the interface of the core–shell.

The efficiency and process of upconversion exhibit high variation due to the varying energy levels in the 4f-4f intra-

configurations. The complexity of these energy differences arises from the potential orbital-spin couplings of electrons and

their interaction with the crystal field, resulting in process variations. Another influencing factor is the macrometric size

(bulk material), where the absorption cross-section of the Ln  ions is small, which also generates a limited emission

upconversion efficiency .

Lanthanide-based upconversion nanoparticles (Ln-based UCNPs) have improved the emission process, taking into

account critical factors: (a) The symmetry of the Ln  ion in the crystal structure has been exploited to facilitate

intraconformational transitions, with ions of smaller ionic radius than the lanthanoids strategically placed in the crystal; (b)

Passivation of the surface of core–shell structures in order to minimize the quenching effect due to surface defects; (c)

Modulation of transfer energy to reduce non-radiative losses and enhance radiative emission is ideal.

Ln-based UCNPs effectively transform various photons from the near-infrared (NIR) region, with low energy, into high-

energy NIR, visible, or ultraviolet photon emissions . Excitation with near-infrared (NIR) light (980–808 nm) within the

biological optical window (700–1000 nm) enables deeper penetration into biological tissues and subsequent imaging with

high sensitivity. Excitation with this light produces minimal autofluorescence because the NIR light does not excite

fluorophores in the organism, resulting in a near-zero signal-to-noise ratio . These systems serve as

therapeutics through three approaches:

Photodynamic therapy (PDT): a non-invasive therapy for cancer treatment with three essential components—light,

photosensitizer, and oxygen. PDT involves the NIR light irradiation of UCNPs to generate upconversion emission,

which excites the photosensitizer (PS). Subsequently, the energy from the excited PS is transferred to nearby triplet

oxygens (3O ), resulting in the creation of singlet-type reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsible for damaging cancer

cells (O ). This therapy yields better effects at shorter distances between the activator donor (energy donor) and the PS

(energy acceptor); it is low-cost, accurate, and has minimal long-term side effects .
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Photothermal therapy (PTT): Therapy that converts light into heat to generate local hyperthermia to cause cancer cell

death. The therapy is typically generated using AuNPs, organic dyes, graphene oxides, or QDs . Its mechanism is

based on multiphoton relaxation of the excited states of trivalent Ln  ions, combined with emission quenching effects

generated by nonradiative centers located in the periphery .

Drug delivery and therapy: Ln-based UCNPs enable drug delivery and release from drug-carrying platforms by

functioning as high-penetration probes without interfering with the therapeutic process of the drugs. Additionally,

photoactivation or photorelease at specific sites following noninvasive stimulation of the UCNPs with light, triggers drug

release. The major advantage of the therapy is the use of NIR light, which avoids unwanted phototoxic tissue damage,

in contrast to the use of UV light .

2.2.3. Quantum Cutting

This phenomenon is based on the absorption of high-energy photons emitted as two or more lower-energy photons. The

efficiency of this phenomenon is greater than 100%. An example of this emission is presented by co-doped lanthanide

compounds Gd  or Yb /Tb , Pr , Ho  or Dy .

Gd  or Yb  are the acceptor ions that emit luminescence by transferring energy to one of the complementary ions by

multiphoton relaxation in the NIR. An option for this structure is hybrid NPs (organic–inorganic) with a sensitizer to absorb

UV light. It can be said that this process is a mixture of downconversion and upconversion mechanisms.

2.3. Photoluminescence

The primary restriction of Ln-based NPs for generating luminescence is the low absorption coefficient of lanthanide ions.

While the proximity and concentration of the Ln  ions are enhanced by nanometer size, incorporating sensitizing

molecules is the best approach to increase the absorption coefficient. These molecules usually form stable complexes by

binding to the Ln  ions. They efficiently absorb excitation energy, which is then transferred to the lanthanide ion when it

returns to its basal state. The lanthanide ion uses this transferred energy to generate luminescence .

If the sensitizing molecules are organic, their absorption efficiency is due to the presence of π bonds, and the energy is

absorbed through π–π* transitions. Conversely, if they are inorganic molecules (e.g., phosphonates), their absorption

efficiency is mainly due to dipole–dipole, dipole–magnetic, or dipole–electric transitions .

2.4. Radioluminescence

X-rays are high-energy electromagnetic radiation with short wavelengths and high penetrating power. They are currently

used for X-ray imaging as a low-cost, high-availability diagnostic tool. However, one of its major drawbacks is that it

provides a two-dimensional image, which results in loss or lack of relevant information. In other words, the technique has

low sensitivity .

On the other hand, when ionizing radiation interacts with specific materials, it can produce radioluminescent optical

photons. Materials with a high atomic number have demonstrated the greatest efficacy due to their ability to absorb X-

rays. This interaction can generate Cerenkov radiation, interact with scintillators, and induce fluorescence,

phosphorescence, and luminescence.

Nanoparticles, particularly those based on lanthanides, have gained attention as materials with potential for

radioluminescence imaging. They are influenced by the presence of a significant number of atoms on their surface, as

well as by the quantum confinement of electronic states and the area-to-surface ratio. The aforementioned results in an

increase in the interaction rate between ionizing radiation and ions, leading to more efficient radioluminescence

generation despite their small size. Chemically, the high-Z, cross section, and high crystallinity of the ions are critical

factors that enhance X-ray absorption and subsequent conversion into UV or NIR light.

Regarding the therapeutic use of radioluminescence, some reports describe the combination of scintillator materials with

radiotherapy to promote photodynamic therapy . The approach proposes converting X-rays to light via the use

of a scintillator to activate the photosensitizer and achieve a therapeutic effect. The phenomenon’s mechanism is

described as relying on the transfer of Cerenkov radiation energy by a photon–photon or beta–photon emission

interaction. The primary benefit of this approach is the restriction of additional dose radiation.
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2.5. Fluorescence Imaging in the Second Near-Infrared Biological Window (NIR II 1000–1700 nm)

Optical stimulation in the near-infrared (NIR, 700–1700 nm) window has advantages in biomedical imaging because of its

low absorption, low scattering, and minimal tissue autofluorescence, which is most evident in the NIR-II region (1000–

1700 nm) .

NIR-II region is very close to zero at wavelengths longer than 1300 nm . Chemically, the emitting and receiving

electrons must conserve their spin moment to enable fluorescence emission. Physically, fluorescence is governed by the

anti-Stokes shift phenomenon. NIR light excites the materials and produces emission in the NIR II region.

Some of the applications of fluorescence imaging with nanoparticles include gene detection, protein analysis, evaluation

of enzyme activity, tracking of elements, diagnosis of early-stage diseases, and monitoring of therapeutic effects in real-

time. The success of these applications is heavily reliant on several factors: (a) Employ excitation and emission

wavelengths within the NIR region, preferably NIR-II, to enable deeper penetration of optical photons with less excitation

damage to other components; (b) Implement systems with high biocompatibility and adequate functionalization and

stability; (c) Ensure that fluorescence intensity and duration are maintained; (d) Avoid rapid scavenging when using

nanoparticles. The appropriate size ranges from 5.5 to 150 nm, depending on the pathology to be analyzed .

Ln-based nanoparticles (NPs) can emit in NIR II (Stokes-shift-based imaging agents). This phenomenon is due to the

optical and electronic properties of electrons in the 4f orbital. Host matrixes are the primary components, along with

sensitizers and activators, where the latter two contain Ln  ions. These systems provide benefits such as deep tissue

penetration, reduced background noise, and lower toxicity. Other features include high temporal resolution (20 ms), high

spatial resolution, and high tissue penetration (up to 3 cm) . 

2.6. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is based on the net polarization of the nuclear spins of water protons in the presence of an intense magnetic field of

1.5 to 3T. Therefore, the magnetic properties of the contrast agent require the insertion of one or more metal centers with

unpaired electrons . Gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, and holmium oxide nanoparticles are of particular interest

because they have appreciable magnetic moments, which is useful for MRI . Gd  ions have been widely used to

produce molecular T1 contrast enhancement . Many papers have been published on Gd -based nanostructures of

different composition, shape, and size. However, only a few of them have been functionalized with small molecules, such

as folic acid , RGD, chlorotoxin and transactivator of transcription (TAT) peptides , and the anti-

thrombomodulin antibody .

3. Modification of Lanthanide-Based Nanoparticles with Active Molecules
for Theranostics

Lanthanide nanoparticles have been functionalized with various biomolecules to molecularly target different specific sites

in the tumor microenvironment (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of biological ligand-mediated targeted UCNPs that could be loaded with anticancer drugs

as DOX and functionalized with small molecules as FA, peptides or antibodies.

3.1. Folic Acid (Small Molecules)

The first attempt to produce targeted NPs with biological molecules was made using stable and non-immunogenic small

molecules such as folate or folic acid (FA), a water-soluble vitamin with a low molecular weight (411.4 Da). Folate
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receptors are overexpressed on rapidly proliferating cells, such as cancer cells, due to their increased need for folate

compared to normal cells. This overexpression in human tumors such as endometrial, breast, ovarian, and brain cancers

can be used to target these tumors .

Cao et al. were the first to report water-soluble UCNPs functionalized with FA by introducing 6-aminohexanoic acid (AA)

and oleate to control generation and crystal growth. AA was attached to the lanthanide ions through the carboxylic acid

group, providing free amine groups that made the NPs dispersible in water and allowed conjugation with the FA. The

UCNPs showed intense luminescence and helped obtain mouse lymphatic capillary imaging with a high signal-to-noise

ratio. Their FA-functionalized UCNPs showed specific internalization in KB (FR-positive) cells, but the author did not test

them in vivo .

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are also promising candidates for drug delivery due to their microporous structure.

UCNPs have been used to increase drug concentration at the tumor site by encapsulating molecules and rendering them

biologically inert, thereby increasing chemotherapeutic efficacy and reducing toxicity and side effects for patients. By

physical adsorption, Liu et al. synthesized PeGylated UCNPs loaded with the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX). They

conjugated them with folic acid to evaluate the loading and release of DOX at different pH values. They found that 20% of

DOX was released at physiological pH (7.4), with this rate increasing at lower pH values.

Mesoporous silica nanospheres (MSNs) have also been functionalized with FA for tumor targeting. Shi et al. reported

MSNs loaded with Zn1.1Ga1.8Ge0.1O4:Cr , Eu  to obtain persistent luminescent nanoparticles (PLNPs), which were

modified with FA and subsequently loaded with DOX . The DOX-NLPLNPs@MSNs-FA was evaluated as a real-time

monitoring drug delivery agent.

Lanthanum oxide nanoparticles have also been used as optical devices in medicine. Recently, hafnium dioxide (HfO )

NPs doped with Eu , Gd , and Tb  ions and functionalized with FA were synthesized by different routes to evaluate

their potential as a matrix for multimodal theranostic agents for image-guided radiotherapy. The results showed that sol–

gel-based synthesis was the best method to prepare uniformly doped particles with good size control. It was also

demonstrated that introducing lanthanide ions could tune the luminescence, MR, and CT properties. Gd:HfO  NPs

showed the best properties, such as the lowest degradation rate and no relevant in vitro cytotoxicity . 

3.2. Peptides

Peptides are cancer-specific ligands with moderate size, high stability, and low immunogenicity but still possess a high

specificity towards their target. Moreover, they are easy to synthesize on a large scale and modify; therefore, some

peptides have been used to functionalize the NPs to be applied as image-guided tracking and also to direct chemical

drug-loaded lanthanide nanoprobes to the tumor sites, achieving higher tumor inhibition than pristine drugs .

The most commonly used peptide to functionalize NPs is arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) because it can recognize

the adhesion receptor integrin α β , which is overexpressed on tumor endothelial cells . Xiong et al. reported the first

UCNPs doped with Yb, Er, and Tm and functionalized with RGD for fluorescence-targeted imaging in vivo. To improve the

blood circulation of the nanosystem, the authors added a PEG linkage . Confocal imaging of tissue sections at high

penetration depths of these nanosystems showed that UCL imaging without an autofluorescence signal was possible. In

addition, the experimental results in mice bearing human glioblastoma (U87MG) showed that the functionalization of this

nanoplatform enables target-specific imaging of tumors with a high signal-to-noise ratio, making this technique also

suitable for tracking in vivo components of biological systems.

Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA protein) is an important molecular target due to its overexpression in various

cancer cells, including advanced and metastatic prostate cancer. This has led to successfully generating radiolabeled

PSMA inhibitor peptide (iPSMA) based systems as agents for molecular imaging and radiotherapy .

The iPSMA peptide has also been used to functionalize [ Dy]Dy O , Ho O , and [ Lu]Lu O  nanoparticles with

utility as targeted radiotherapy systems . Dysprosium and holmium oxide nanoparticles were reported as a novel

in vivo generator. That is, [ Dy]Dy O  NPs were obtained by neutron irradiation of Dy O  NPs, which decay to

Ho O  NPs under a nuclear transient equilibrium. After functionalization with the iPSMA peptide, an in vivo

[ Dy]Dy O -iPSMA/ Ho O -iPSMA generator for medical applications was obtained. In vitro and in vivo studies

demonstrated the potential of this molecularly targeted lanthanide generator to deliver ablative radiation doses to HepG2

liver cancer cells .
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On the other hand, chemical analysis of Lu O -iPSMA also resulted in a well-defined hemispherical shape with a uniform

and monodispersed size distribution (30–45 nm) and characteristic radioluminescence features after neutron activation.

The in vitro studies showed a high affinity of Lu O -PSMA for PSMA-expressing cells.

Fibroblast activation protein (FAP) has become one of the most important molecular targets involved in the tumor

microenvironment . Cancer-associated fibroblasts induce the cancer phenotype, account for 90% of the macroscopic

tumor mass, and strongly express FAP in >90% of carcinomas. As a result, FAP is overexpressed in the neoplastic

microenvironment of more than ninety percent of epithelial tumors and is a major contributor to cancer progression .

This is why Lu O  nanoparticles activated by neutron activation have also been functionalized with FAP inhibitor peptides

(iFAP). 

Bombesin can also be recognized by GRPr overexpressed in breast, prostate, lung, CNS, colon, and pancreatic tumors,

where it functions as an autocrine growth factor . Tang et al. first used bombesin to functionalize Gd -loaded UCNPs

and used it to obtain in vivo MRI, CT, and UCL images of prostate tumors .

3.3. Antibodies

Several antibodies or antigens have been attached to lanthanide nanoparticles to produce luminescent images and/or

targeted radiotherapy. In these approaches, the role of antibodies is primarily to target approaches to the interested tissue

through specific recognition. In these terms, antibody-functionalized lanthanide-doped CaF  biolabel for cancer cell

targeting was synthesized by Sasidharan et al. They prepared monodispersed lanthanide (Eu ) doped CaF

nanoparticles and functionalized them with anti-EGFR through EDC-NHS coupling chemistry for specific binding to EGFR-

overexpressing cells. The nanoparticles exhibited strong fluorescence emission at 612 nm . EGFR overexpression has

also been used to enable specific binding of functionalized UNPs (anti-EGFR-UNPs) for imaging modalities to achieve

three-dimensional functional tissue imaging based on laser scanning in cancer cells .

Lanthanide nanoparticles functionalized with polyethyleneimine (PEI) and an antibody to detect alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)

were also prepared. The positively charged PEI-PLNPs were bound to the negatively charged antibody-functionalized

gold nanoparticles, forming an FRET inhibition probe. The persistent luminescence of the PEI-PLNPs was quenched in

the presence of AFP but recovered when the AFP-specific antibodies were desorbed from the nanoparticles . In a

different nanoparticle–antibody system for targeted radiotherapy, the mAb-201b was conjugated to Au-coated lanthanide

phosphate nanoparticles containing Lu to target thrombomodulin receptors for pulmonary metastatic disease.

3.4. DNA/RNA and Aptamers

Attaching DNA/RNA to nanomaterials will enable nucleic acid-based assembly and drug delivery. RNA interference (RNAi)

is a natural cellular process of post-transcriptional gene regulation that uses small, double-stranded RNAs to induce the

controlled silencing of genes (siRNA). Therefore, by introducing siRNAs, we are able to harness the RNAi machinery for

the therapeutic control of genes and the treatment of a variety of diseases .

For siRNA delivery, nanoparticles have been recently proposed as excellent approaches. siRNA can be incorporated into

an NP formulation by covalently binding to NP components or by electrostatic interaction with the NP surface .

Coordination of lanthanides with phosphate groups and nucleobases is used to construct lanthanide-doped nanoparticles.

The siRNA/NaGdF  nanoparticle system allowed siRNA to escape from the endosome for efficient gene silencing in vivo.

In addition, siRNA targeting PD-L1 (siPD-L1) complexed with NaGdF  was able to block PD-L1 expression and thereby

suppress tumor growth in mouse models of breast and colon cancer .

4. Theranostic Lanthanide Nanoparticles with Potential for Clinical
Translation

The stability of the colloidal solution is the first requirement for the clinical translation of the different theranostic

nanosystems of LnNPs as stable, effective, and safe drug forms .

For the stability of LnNPs, repulsive forces must be generated by similar charges to prevent the coagulation of the

colloidal particles. After preparing a nanocolloidal solution from which all ions are removed by dialysis, the particles

agglomerate because the total surface area is reduced, the particle size increases, and the particles settle rapidly.

Therefore, the presence of electrolytes that provide some electrical charge is always necessary. However, the number of

electrolytes must be limited to the amount that the colloids can adsorb, since an excess reduces the zeta potential by
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accumulating ions opposite to the charge of the LnNPs. Therefore, the number of electrolytes should be sufficient to keep

the zeta potential below a critical level .

The stability of nanoparticles as a pharmaceutical form with high zeta potential values is a prerequisite for their in vivo

application. However, interactions with components of biological fluids, such as proteins, electrolytes, and small

molecules, influence their electrical potential and reduce the absolute value of the zeta potential, although without

affecting the stability of the nanosystems when coated with biomolecules covalently bound to their surface, which

guarantees colloidal stability .

The development of efficient processes that meet the good manufacturing practices (GMP) requirements of regulatory

authorities is one of the most important current challenges in the production of theranostic nanoparticles for use in

patients. Biomolecule-coated LnNPs can be produced under GMP procedures as sterilized colloidal liquids with the quality

characteristics of a clinical-grade formulation .

The toxicity associated with nanoparticles varies depending on their intrinsic composition, shape and size, surface area,

surface layer, and in vivo stability . The mechanism of nanoparticle toxicity is based on their ability to generate cytotoxic

and genotoxic reactive species related to immune-mediated effects (inflammation) and oxidative stress . Among the

most studied are the toxic effects of metal nanoparticles on tissues. Since the main uptake of nanoparticles is by hepatic

Kupffer cells and splenic macrophages, they have been described to induce hepatic dysfunction and structural changes

related to, for example, increased levels of interleukin-1β and interleukin-6, pro-inflammatory cytokines, as well as

increased alkaline phosphatase, liver enzyme aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) 

. 

As an interesting case, preclinical results have shown that Lu O -iPSMA/-iFAP nanoparticles activated by neutron

irradiation inhibit colorectal HCT116 tumor progression due to a combination of radiotherapy, prolonged tumor retention,

and molecular recognition of iPSMA and iFAP, which made possible the in vivo tumor optical and nuclear imaging. There

was no liver and renal toxicity evidence since negligible uptake values in non-target tissues were observed. The first

clinical case of a patient with colorectal liver metastases was the proof-of-concept showing the selective uptake of the

LnNPs by liver metastases but not in the liver parenchyma (Figure 2) .

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of (a) molecularly targeted lanthanide nanoparticles for (b) optical imaging, (c) nuclear

imaging and targeted radiotherapy (theranostics) of malignant tumors; observe the selective uptake of radiolanthanide

lutetium oxide nanoparticles in colorectal liver metastases with negligible uptake in the liver parenchyma.
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